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The opening of The Excelsior in 1972 marked the
beginning of a boom in the Hong Kong's hotel industry. It
was in that decade the largest hotel in the district in
terms of number of rooms.
As competition heats up with the arrival of other
newer hotels, The Excelsior are spending millions of
dollars on renovations to maintain competitiveness. The
Excelsior has been chosen as the targeted product to be
studied in this research. In the paper, the writer will
study the hotel industry framework and tourism in Hong
Kong. The positioning of The Excelsior and its clientele
base is then analysed. Based on informations and
experiences drawn from business travellers and executives
of the Hong Kong Tourist Association, Hong Kong Hotel
Association and several advertising agencies, some
practical recommendations are given.
The writer hopes that through this exercise, he can
attain a more in-depth understanding of the concept of how
an advertising programme can be conducted for a real
product and, at the same time be able to offer some useful
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The purpose of this research paper is to propose a
successful advertising and promotion programme for The
Excelsior and, based on a study of the hotel industry
framework and tourism in Hong Kong, arrive at some
recommendations for advertising strategies to be adopted
in promoting the hotel to the targeted customers.
Background
The opening of The Excelsior, Hong Kong in 1972
marked the beginning of a boom in Hong Kong's hotel
industry. Overlooking Hong Kong's spectacular harbour,
The Excelsior has an unrivalled location in Causeway Bay.
With business moving more and more towards this area, it
is emerging as a popular area for tourists and businessmen
alike, for whom the hotel provides comfort and quality
service.
The old Causeway Bay, in Chinese Tung Lo Wan
has almost disappeared through reclamation.( 銅 鑼 灣 ）
More than a century ago, Hong Kong's most influential
bong, Jardine Matheson Co. Ltd, moved their head-
quarters here from Canton and Macau. They purchased a
large tract of land, the first plot of land auctioned by.
the British Government after Hong Kong's establishment as
2a Colony in 1841, and developed a whole township out of
the rock. They built godowns, offices, workshops, homes
for their employees. Today, it has been replaced by The
Excelsior, the adjacent World Trade Centre and the
numerous offices and apartment blocks, hotels, cinemas and
department stores.
The hotel is an associate hotel of the Mandarin
Oriental Hotel Group, established in Hong Kong in 1974 for
the development and operation of deluxe hotels worldwide.
Mandarin Oriental also operates the world famous Mandarin
Oriental, Hong Kong Oriental, Bangkok Mandarin Oriental,
Manila Mandarin Oriental, Jakarta Oriental Mandarin,
Macau The Oriental, Singapore and The Mandarin Oriental,
San Francisco.
The Excelsior is represented worldwide by The
Leading Hotels of the World and Utell International,
giving the hotel a reservation service which supports the
marketing programme of the hotel. Mandarin Oriental also
has sales offices in London, New York, Los Angeles,
Chicago, Toronto, Sydney, Singapore and Tokyo.
The Excelsior, rated as the most profitable
property in the group, is now undergoing a major
renovation programme for all of its 925 guest rooms, lobby
and some major food and beverage outlets. The programme,
started in 1985, is scheduled to be completed in
September 1988 at a total cost of-HK$100 million.
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Objectives
The basic objectives of this paper are:
To propose a successful advertising programme for The
Excelsior, Hong Kong in order to increase its awareness
internationally as a modern, efficient and quality hotel




METHODOLOGY AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Before going into the main body of the paper, the
writer would like to, first of all, explain his approach
to the topic and the sources of information.
Methodology
As mentioned in the last Chapter, one of the
objectives of this paper is to formulate, through a study
of the hotel industry framework and tourism in Hong Kong,
a successful advertising programme for The Excelsior, Hong
Kong. Hence, in the Chapter that follows, the overview of
the hotel industry, competitive profile and the
statistical review of tourism in Hong Kong will be
introduced. Also discussed in this Chapter is the
positioning of The Excelsior in the development of hotel
industry in the territory, future hotel plannings,
political and geographical environment of Hong Kong and
the recent changes of policy in Taiwan that-may affect
tourism in Hong Kong. By conducting interviews with
travellers, the criteria for selection of hotel will be
studied.
There will be a study of the positioning of The
Excelsior among other members of the Mandarin Oriental
Hotel Group and its competitors in the territory. The
target market for The Excelsior will also be defined.
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In the later Chapters, a general idea of the
advertising objective and strategy will be introduced.
Examples of possible advertisements can then be created
accordingly. Following this will be a recommendation of
media for international as well as local advertising. The
objective of this is to deliver and reinforce the message
with maximum affordable frequency and impact to the
targeted market. An advertising budget with breakdown for
all outlays is proposed thereafter. Recommendations and
conclusion are given in the last chapter as an integral
part of the paper..
Sources of Information
Information herein derives to a very large extent
from data collected during the interviews and discussions
held with official of the Hong Kong Tourist Association
(HKTA) and the Hong Kong Hotel Association (HKHA). Latest
available data are offered.
In addition to the above, a questionnaire regarding
basic hotel selection criteria was designed. The targeted
audience were individual business travellers who
have business relationships with the Company-that the
writer is currently working for. The fieldwork was
carried out from November 20, 1987 to March 5th., 1988. A
total of 34 interviews were conducted.
Interview and Discussion
Interviews were arranged with the Public Relations
Manager and The Sales Marketing Manager of The
Excelsior.
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Interviews were also arranged with officials of
the Hong Kong Tourist Association and the Hong Kong Hotel
Association.
Discussions were arranged with executives of
several public relations firms and advertising agencies.
The writer deliberately did not contact the
advertising agency for The Excelsior in the course of his
research.
Site Visit
Accompanied by Miss Marina Wong, Public Relations
Manager of The Excelsior, the writer paid three visits to
The Excelsior to observe its daily operation in different
hours. Schedule of the visits-were:
(i) November 20, 1987, Friday 8:30- 10:00 a.m.
Places visited: Lobby, business centre, an old
guest room and a re-decorated guest
room, the Garden Lounge, and The
Coffee Shop.
(ii) December 27, 1987, Saturday 1:30- 2:30 p.m.
Places visited: Lobby, tennis courts, Garden
Lounge and The Coffee Shop.
(iii) February 8, 1988, Monday 7:30- 9:00 p.m.
Places visited: Lobby, The Excelsior Grill,
Cammino, Dickens Bar and Talc of
the Town.




The Trade Development Council of Hong Kong has
produced a publication relating to the schedules of
exhibitions and conference to be held in Hong Kong for
1988. This information was very helpful to the present
study.
Literature Review
Other valuable and up-to-date sources of
information used by the writer are:
- Economic and trading journals
International Local
Time Executive
Business Week Hong Kong Economic Journal
Business Review Weekly Hong Kong Business
Newsweek
Fortune
Asian Wall Street Journal
Far Eastern Economic Review
- Travel trade publications
U.S.A. Australia
Travel Weekly Travel Week-
Travel Agent Travel Trade
Asia U.K./West Europe
Asia Travel Trade Travel Trade Gazette
TTG- Asia
Conference and incentive tour magazines
Corporate Meeting & Incentives
Meetings Conventions
8- Writings and articles on hotel industry mainly from
Newspapers
e.g. South China Morning Post
Hong Kong Standard
Newspaper clippings available at HKTA's library
Publications by Hong Kong Tourist Association
e.g. Tourism Receipts 1987
Visitor Arrival Statistics January 1988
Visitor Profile Report 1986
Hotel Room Occupancy Report January 1988
Hotel Supply Situation No.4 1987
Revenue and Expenditure of Hotel Industry 1986 and
Hong Kong Travel Bulletin
Publications by Hong Kong Hotel Association
e.g. Hong Kong Hotels Directory 1988 and
Hotels in Hong Kong
• Hotels' in-house magazines
e.g. Mandarin Oriental- Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group
Inn Asia- Holiday Inn and
Sheraton- Sheraton Hotel
Flyers and brochures published by hotels in Hong Kong
Publications in advertising
e.g. Asian Advertising & Marketing
Media and Marketing





Before we can prepare any workable strategies for
the advertising programme for The Excelsior, it is
imperative to have a thorough understanding of the
framework and development of the hotel industry in Hong
Kong. Broadly, this can be studied through the supply and
demand characteristics of hotels in the territory this
issue is vital for an understanding of Hong Kong tourism.
Overview of the Hotel Industry in Hong-Kong
In recent years, Hong Kong's hotels have profited
from some of the highest occupancy rates in the world- in
1987, it was 90%- but, with more than 9,000 hotel rooms
coming on-stream in the next three years (Table 1:
Confirmed Hotel Projects Knownto HKTA), some analysts have
predicted that the industry could be facing a glut of
rooms. The most pessimistic forecast came from
stockbrokers Jame Capel which at the end of 1.986 forecast.
that occupancy would decrease to between 57 percent and 65
percent as a result of apparent over-building. However,
some of the hotel projects that had been announced did not
proceed punctually and others were transferred into plans
for office buildings when developers sensed a better
return in that sector. At the same time, the number of.
visitors to the territory increased from 3.7 million in
1986 to 4.5 million in 1987.
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TABLE 1
CONFIRMED HOTEL PROJECTS KNOWN TO HKTA
Planned (Provisional)
Completion Increase in No.
Date Hotel or Location of Rooms
1988
March Grand Plaza Hotel* 350
Hotel Nikko** 461
April China Harbour View Hotel 211
August 75 Waterloo Road 495
Ramada Renaissance Hotel 494
September HK- China Ferry Terminal 385
October 73-75 Chatham Road 212
November Marriot Hotel 648
December 216-228A Nathan Road 426
SUB-TOTAL 3,682
1989
March Grand Hyatt Hotel 571
May Shatin Centre Street 363
June New World Harbour View Hotel 850
Panda Kowloon 936
Redevelopment of Luk Kwok Hotel 198
July City Garden Phase 4 596
December 28-38A Kimberley Road 563
SUB-TOTAL 4, 077
1990
March Redevelopment of Chung Hing Hotel 124
Conrad Hotel (Pacific Place, HK) 515
July Shangri-la Hotel 555
(Pacific Place, HK)
SUB-TOTA It, 19 4
Source: Hotel Supply Situation HKTA, No.4 1987,




(Please see Table 2: Visitor Arrivals: 1986 and 1987).
A healthy 20.6 percent up on 1986 was recorded. According
to the HKTA's forecast, 5.0 million visitors will arrive
in Hong Kong in 1988.
As a result, James Capel has revised its analysis,
to now estimate that 1988 will be another good year for
hotels. They now estimate the occupancy rate at 89
percent in 1988„ slipping to 76 percent in 1989 and 75
percent by 1990. The increase in hotel rooms this year
would be matched by a corresponding increase in demand.
Even with 9,000 new rooms in the territory by the end of
1990, according to Hong Kong Tourist Association figures,
hoteliers and travel experts are confident that supply is
not yet saturated. Occupancy rates are now running at
about 90 percent due to the effect of increased tourism
and escalating China trade. (Table 3: Hotel Room
Occupancy Rate in Hong Kong 1987.) Average occupancy in
hotels around the world is between 65 and 70 percent.
Hong Kong currently has 59 hotels and about 21,600
rooms. These hotels are classified into three main
categories by the HKTA according to their respective
services and room rates. The three main categories are
high tariff, which further divided into group A:-and B,
medium tariff and hostels. (Table 4: Number of Existing
Hotels and Rooms by Categories Table 5: Number of Hotels
and Rooms 1977- 1990) The anticipated growth in the
number of visitors from other Asian countries,
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VISITOR ARRIVALS: 1986 AND 1987
PERCENT- NOS. (000)
GAIN (LOSS) INPERCENT OFGAIN (LOSS) IN
PCT. PTS.ALL VISITORS1987 VS. 1986Country of










Source: Visitor Arrival Statistics January 1988 HKTA, Table 1, March 1988.
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TABLE 3
HOTEL ROOM OCCUPANCY RATE IN HONG KONG 1987
Medium Hostels/
High Tariff Hotels Tariff Guest All
Group A Group B Hotels Rooms Categories
1987 1986 1987 1986 1987 1986 1987 1986 1987 1986
89 87 91 87 89 80 86 73 90 85




NUMBER OF EXISTING HOTELS AND ROOMS BY CATEGORIES
Total Rooms
No. of HotelsCategory No.%
Group A High 5,536 26.59
Tariff Hotels
Group B High 21 11,568 55.5
Tariff Hotels
Medium Tariff 19 2,754 13.2
Hotels
Hostels/Guest 8 996 4.8
Houses
All Categories 57 20,854 100.0
Source: Hotel Supply Situation HKTA, No.4 1987,
Table 3 October.1987, P.5
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TABLE 5
NUMBER OF HOTELS AND ROOMS 1977- 1990









1984 50 18, 031
1985 51 18, 180
1986 57 20, 230
1987 57 201,854





Source: “Hotel Supply Situation HKTA No. 4 1987,
Table 1, October 1987, P.1
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particularly Taiwan, Thailand and Singapore is expected to
be a factor in filling the new rooms, provided there is no
drastic change in the world economy. About 60 percent of
the new hotel rooms to be completed during the next three
years are designed for budget travellers, and will
probably fall into the medium tariff or hostel
categories. Examples are: Grand Plaza Hotel, China
Harbour View Hotel, Panda Hotel, City Garden Hotel, the
new Luk Kwok Hotel, the new Chung Hing Hotel etc. The
only upmarket projects are Hotel Nikko, the Ramada
Renaissance, Grand Hyatt Hotel and New World Harbour View
Hotel on the HK$2.5 billion complex, Hong Kong
International Convention and Exhibition Centre, Marriot
Hotel, Conrad and Shangri-La Hotel in Pacific Place.
These hotels, however, only account for approximately 40
percent of the new rooms.
The developers behind the new hotels are confident
that there is enough room for them too. Most of them
expect to recover their capital in five to eight years,
while first-year projections made by eight of the hotels
under construction-predicted average occupancy of 75.9
percent. None of these developers had-fears about
political stability after 1997.
Hotel Renovations
Some of the biggest names in the Hong Kong hotel
world are spending hundreds of millions of dollars on
renovations as competition hots up with the arrival of
younger and leaner competitors. Many hoteliers say that
17
to maintain competitiveness, rooms must be renovated every
five years ”We are not looking for a steady increase in
rates we are looking to stop erosion in rates and losing
guests to other newer hotels, said Mr. Glen Farmer 1
General Manager of The Excelsior.
The Excelsior itself has just completed an update
of most of its public areas and is in the midst of
redecorating its guest rooms, part of the HK$100 million
facelift programme. This programme, commencing in 1985,
is scheduled to be completed in September 1988.-
Other hotels undergoing renovations are:
The Furama Inter-Continental has put the finishing
touches on its HK$11 million project. The main lobby,
ground floor lobby, Lau Ling Bar and Tea Lounge have new
faces. Eight floors of guest rooms have been upgraded.
The Hong Kong Hilton has spent the last of HK$95
million that totally renovated the hotel. All 800 rooms,
the main lobby, the Grill, Dragon Boat Bar, Jade Lotus,
Den and Cat Street restaurants, and all function rooms
have been redone. The enlarged business centre is now
open seven days a week.
The Hyatt Regency just finished a basement to
penthouse renovation. All guest rooms are up-graded. The
Polaris Nightclub has been converted to guest rooms. The
1 Source: “Sunday Extra Hong Kong Standard,
November 22, 1987
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entire main lobby and front desk areas now feature teak
panelling and marble floors. The whole project will end
up costing around HK$120 million.
The Mandarin Oriental is well into a HK$100 million
facelift of all guest rooms on the upper floors. Public
areas and restaurants have already been remodeled.
The Peninsula will spend a massive HK$380 million
for its multi-storey project. Upon completion, the
hotel's capacity will be doubled from 210 to approximately
425.
Other hotels such as Hotel Regal Meridien, Marco
Polo Hotel, The Regent, Sheraton Hong Kong Hotel Towers
and the Kowloon Hotel have conducted various degrees of
upgrading work to their existing facilities.
Evaluation of Competition
The competitive framework for The Excelsior should
not be The Mandarin Oriental, Peninsula, Regent and
Shangri-La, which are “Grand Luxe” hotels catering to
visitors who do not mind paying more for the prestige
element. Targeted competitors and their market and
clientele mix are listed in Table 6 and Table 7
respectively. (Table 6: Targeted competitors of The




TARGETED COMPETITORS OF THE EXCELSIOR
RoomNo. of
Special FacilitiesLocation Rooms RatesHotel
Hong Kong
900-1. Park Lane Causeway Bay Sports facilities837
1,400 at Victoria Park
800-Causeway Bay2. Lee Gardens 800 Audio and Video
1,100 equipment
900-3. Furama Central 521 Audio and Video
Inter- 1, 350 equipment
Continental
900-4. Victoria Central 536 Macau ferry
1, 200 terminal
**Excelsior 800-Causeway Bay 925 Tennis courts
1, 250
Kowloon
800-5. Sheraton HK Tsimshatsui 922 Simultaneous
Hotel Towers 1, 330 interpretation
720-6. New World Tsimshatsui 729 Jogging path
1,040
7/8.Marco Polo/ Tsimshatsui 441/ 750 Shopping Centre
Prince 401 950
9. Kowloon Tsimshatsui 708 540 Computer Communi-
660 cation Centre in
each room
840-10. Regal Meridien Tsimshatsui 590 Female executive
1, 290 room
650-11. Hong Kong Tsimshatsui 789 Carpark, shopping
1,100 centre
850-12. Nikko Tsimshatsui 461 Ordinary
1,450 facilities
770-13. Hyatt Regency Tsimshatsui 723 All-day tea/
1,400 coffee service
900-14. Holiday Inn Tsimshatsui 597 Jogging path
Harbour View 1,450
850-15. Holiday Inn Tsimshatsui 598 Carpark
Golden Mile 1,120
Source: Hong Kong Hotels Directory 1988 HKHA
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TABLE 7











50%50%20% 30%50%Park Lane Radisson
60%40%30%25%45%Excelsior
40%60%25% 35%50%Nikko
*FIT: Frequent. Independent Travellers
Sources: Hong Kong Hotel*Association
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STATISTICAL REVIEW OF TOURISM-IN HONG KONG
Hong Kong has been doing extremely well in the
tourist industry in 1987 with visitors passing the four
million mark. In terms of revenue, the figure has jumped
from HK$4.0 billion in 1977 to HK$25.4 billion in 1987.
(Table 8: Total Tourism Receipts- 1977- 1987). Whilst
there is a prediction of having a hotel glut in Hong Kong
within the next three years, many hoteliers are confident
that they will not suffer the current situation of
Singapore due to the expansion programme in China and
Taiwan's lifting of a ban on travel to the territory. It
will result in a continuous stream of visitors using Hong
Kong as an entry and exit point.
The effect on tourism of the October 1987 stock
market collapse has not been seen. However, the dramatic
increases in visitor arrivals from strong-currency markets
last year have convinced many in the industry that 1988
will be another good year. With the yen continuing to
soar against the dollar, the Japanese market registered
remarkable growth of 42.1 percent against 1986... (See
Table 2 on Page 12). In terms of number of visitors,
Japan took first place in 1987 with a total of 1,033,525
arrivals. In terms of growth, however, even Japan took a
back seat to Taiwan, which, following a relaxation of
travel restriction early in the year, showed overall
22
TABLE 8














1 Source: Tourism Receipts A Statistical Review
of Tourism in Hong Kong 1986, May 1987, P.43
2 Source-: Tourism Receipts 1987, HKTA,
February 1988, P.1
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growth of 60.7 percent for the period January to December
1987- and 80.21 percent growth during January 1988
alone. If no constraints are put on travel from Taiwan,
it is a market that will continue to rise. Taiwan is now
the third largest source country for Hong Kong, and this
year, the HKTA expect over 400,000 visitors from this
country.
The major exception in a year of rapid growth was
the Australia market, from which visitor arrivals fell.
2.9 percent between January and December. The decline was
attributed to a lack of airline seats between Hong Kong
and Australia.
The Hong Kong Tourist Association is still
promoting Hong Kong as a destination for all seasons with
emphasis on Chinese festivals, and major sporting events
and cultural activities which take place year-round.
Illustration 1 and 2 list out some important events and
meetings to be held in Hong Kong throughout the year.
The main marketing thrust of'the HKTA this year
will be to encourage visitors to stay longer in the
territory. In 1987, according to the HKTA's.statistics,
the average stay of a visitor was 3.47 nights showing a
slight drop from 3.51 of 1986. (Illustration 3..: Actual
Length of Stay 1987.) This is because more and more
visitors stop by Hong Kong on enroute to China. However,
1 Source Visitor Arrival Statistics January




APRIL 1988- JANUARY 1989
APRIL 1988
Hong Kong International Film Festival31 Mar- 15 Corum China Sea Race'
1
MAY
Birthday of Tin Hau8
Sotheby's Auction17- 18
Cheung Chau Bun Festival
JUNE
Hong Kong Dragon Boat Festival-25- 26
International Race
AUGUST
Hong Kong Open Squash Championship30- 4 Sept
Hong Kong Food Festival14- 14 Sept
SEPTEMBER





Hong Kong Open Windsurfing Championship
12th Asian Arts Festival Hong Kong14- 31
NOVEMBER
35th Macau Grand Prix






Hong Kong International Marathon22
17th Hong Kong Arts Festival
Source: Hong Kong Travel Bulletin HKTA Vol 27




Software Exhibition '8815- 17
Expoship Far East '8815- 18





Building Services Asia '882- 5
Inter-Footwear '883- 6
Inter-Handbags '883- 6
9- 12 Office/Contract Furniture and Materials
Fair
Household Expo '889- 12
Telecomm Asia '8810- 13
Source: Hong Kong Travel Bulletin HKTA Vol 27




APRIL 1988- DECEMBER 1988
APRIL 1988
Computer '8812- 15
Hong Kong Gifts and Houseware Fair 198828- 30
MAY
Hong Kong Elenex '8810- 13
Business Efficiency Exhibition17- 20
Office Automation Exhibition17- 20
Hofex 18824- 27
Leather '88 International Fair25- 28
JUNE
Machinery and Material Exhibition3- 6
World Gems Expo3- 6
Inter-Jewel '8821- 24
Plastics '8830- 3 JUL
JULY
Fashion Accessories '888- 11
AUGUST
World Apparel Expo '8826- 29
SEPTEMBER
8- 11 Hong Kong Watch and Clock Fair
15- 18 Electronics Industry Exhibition
18- 21 Hong Kong Jewelry and Watch Fair
Pack-Print '8822- 25
29- 1 OCT Hong Kong International Toy Fair
OCTOBER
Modern House '885- 8
Hong Kong Electronics Show12- 14
Hong Kong Industrial Trade Fair19- 22
















Source: Hong Kong Tourist Association
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HKTA predicted early this year that the length of stay for
visitors will stablise at that level in 1988. During
1983, only 7.3 percent of tourists to Hong Kong used the
territory as a stopping point. The figure went up to 8.1
percent in 1984 and 9.8 percent in 1985, indicating the
emerging significance of Hong Kong as a gateway city to
other Southeast Asia countries and China.
Conclusion
As China continues its open door policy and
development of commerce and industry, the number of
tourists and business travellers to the mainland should
increase. As a gateway to China, Hong Kong should
benefit. Moreover, Hong Kong still retains its role as a
travel hub of the Southeast Asian region it is expected
that tourists will come here as part of a tour package.
The opening of the new attractions in Ocean Park in Spring
1989 the rapidly-developing Hong Kong International
Convention and Exhibition Centre (which will open Hong
Kong's gate wide as a major conference market) and the
Cultural Centre in Tsimshatsui (like the Convention
Centre slated for opening in 1939) should ensure continued
interest in the territory from overseas.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF ATTITUDES IN HOTEL SELECTION
One of the major targets of The Excelsior in the
forthcoming year, according to Mr. Glen Farmer l, General
Manager, is to modify its clientele percentage in order to
increase its profitability. Its mix of clientele
currently is 40 percent individual business travellers and
60 percent non-business groups. Its target is to modify
these figures to 50-50 to accommodate more high-yield
individual business travellers. Based on this, the writer
has designed a questionnaire regarding the basic hotel
selection criteria for businessmen- The targeted audience
was individual business travellers who have a business
relationship with the company that the writer is currently
working for. The sample can be more specifically defined
as male business travellers over 30 gars of age who have
made two trips or more to Southeast Asia during the past
12 months. The field work was carried out from November
20, 1987 to March 5, 1988. A questionnaire (See Appendix
1) was distributed by hand to each respondent when he was
paying a visit to the writer's company within this
period. Altogether 42 questionnaires were distributed and
34 of them were returned. The return rate was 81%. The
results are summarised in this chapter.
Source 1: South China Morning Post March 1987
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Basic Hotel Selection Criteria
Businessmen's needs are special. Hotels they stay
in on a business trip have to function as a temporary home
as well as their local office. They demand an environment
that is convenient for work and comfortable enough for
relaxation. In selecting hotels for their business trip,
businessmen usually decide according to personal
expectations criteria. They basically consist of factors
that answer to their immediate physical needs, such as
comfortable rooms, efficient service etc and
psychological needs, such as hotel image, extra
personalized service, etc. However, more often than not,
the actual decision is influenced by other criteria such
as hotel reputation, past experience, recommendation, etc.
Data Collection
A questionnaire was used to collect data from the
selected respondents. The questionnaire consists of 3
parts. Part I of the questionnaire is composed of 8
questions and is designed to allow respondents to
indicate their perceived degree of agreement to some hotel
selection criteria that satisfy physical needs. A 5-point
scale is employed to indicate the degree of agreement from
Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree.. Part II of the
questionnaire consists of 8 questions designed to measure
the level of psychological needs in hotel selection.
Again a 5-point scale is employed. Part III of the
questionnaire is designed to measure influences in
making the decision in the course of hotel selection.




The summary of scores for all criteria mentioned is
shown in Table 9. In part 1, efficient service, good
location, comfortable rooms and conference facilities are
important considerations in fulfilling physical needs.
The other criteria are perceived as being relatively
unimportant. In part II, the results confirm that
prestigious image, extra personalized service, value for
money and style and decor are essential elements in hotel
selection process. In part III, most respondents believe
in their past experience, hotel reputation and
recommendation of friends/travel agent in selecting
hotels. Other factors are considered relatively
unimportant in the decision making process. Table 10
shows the score frequency of the 11 most important
considerations. It is also noticed that the scores in
part I is the highest among the others whilst the score
or part III is the lowest.
The writer also carried out discussions with most
of the respondents in order to understand the situation
more clearly. These important considerations will be
discussed in more detail in the later part of.this
Chapter.
Evaluation of Personal Expectations Criteria
In terms of primary physical needs, businessmen
want a hotel to have (i) efficient service, (ii) good
location in the city and (iii) comfortable rooms. In
terms of psychological needs, a hotel will appeal to
32TABLE 9
SUMMARY OF SCORES FOR ALL HOTEL SELECTION
CRITERIA IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE
HighMean LowN=34PART 1- Physical Needs




54.5 32. Good location
4.5 53. Comfortable rooms 3
4. Conference facilities 3.3 2 5
2.9 425. Round the clock service
32.56. International hotel chain 1
17. Best discount (price factor) 2.4 3
8. Shopping arcade 2.1 1 3
PART 2- Psychological Needs
(From 1 to 5 1: Least Desirable to
5: Most Desirable)
1. Prestigious image 24.2 5
4.0 52. Extra personalized service 2
3. Value for money 3.9 2 5
4. Style and decor 3.8 2 5
5. Luxury 2.8 1 4
6. Attractive lobby 2.5 2 4
7. Expensive hotel 2.1 1 3
8. Impress structure 1.8 31
PART 3- Influences
(From 1 to 5 1: Least Important to
5: Most Important)
1. Past experience 4.0 3 5
523.92. Hotel reputation
3. Reconinendation 53.8 1
4. Familiarity 2.8 41
312.45. Big hotel chain
33
TABLE 10
SCORE FREQUENCY OF SOME
IMPORTANT HOTEL SELECTION CRITERIA
N=34
Frequency
Score 25 4 3 1 Total
Efficient Service 26 8 34
Good Location 20 11 3 34
Comfortable Rooms 18 14 12 34
Conference Facilities 3 10 15 6 34
Prestigious Image 17 10 3 4 34
Extra Personalized Service 10 15 7 2 34
Value for Money 11 13 6 4 34
Style and Decor 8 13 11 2 34
Past Experience 8 19 7 34
Hotel Reputation 10 14 7 3 34
Recommendation 11 13 4 5 1 34
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Efficient Service
Efficiency in service is a foremost priority for
businessmen because to them time is money. Their sole
purpose of travelling the vast distance is for business
transaction. Being often under the pressure of a tight
schedule, any hindrance to smooth timing is detrimental to
the goal of their trip. In the businessmen's regular home
office environment, small details and trivial matters
which are vital for operation are'usually performed by the
team of supporting staff of their respective companies.
In a transient hotel situation, businessmen are strictly
dependent on the hotel staff as a substitute to provide
smooth running operations.
Location
Where a hotel is located within the city is of
prime importance to the busy businessmen. They usually
want a hotel to be near their place of work and within the
commercial centre. Although other hotels in the outskirts
of town may boast of beautiful. scenery and resort-type
atmosphere, business travellers are not attracted. They
prefer to-stay in a hotel where they can reach their place
of work daily with the minimum amount of travelling.
Moreover, for travellers from abroad, being in the centre
of a commercial area would give him higher opportunity in
meeting other business associates.
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Comfortable Rooms
When the businessman returns from a full day of
work, the hotel is seen as a home away from home.
Especially for frequent travellers, it is important for
them to have the opportunity to rest in a totally relaxed
atmosphere. Quiet comfortable spacious rooms become a
necessary environment where they can ease their minds from
tension. Peaceful surrounding, that give the feeling like
a home would help to replenish their energy for the next
morning's meetings.
Prestigious Image
At first answering, many respondents did not
immediately point out that they choose to stay in a
particular hotel because it represents a certain image.
However, when probed about this, they were then quick to
admit that they would not want to be found staying in a
second-class hotel by their business associates. The
hotels where they stay reflect not only their own status
and style, but the image of their company.
Extra Personalized Service
Most of the businessmen who care to choose the best
hotels are well-established people in high management
positions. They are.used to being treated with..respect.
To be recognized and attended to individually gives them
the. familiar sense of importance. Personal touches such
as remembering their names at the reception automatically
reserving a preferred room personalized stationery, etc
can make them feel especially cared for. Apart from
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catering to the comfort of their guests, these extras
become an important factor for businessmen to return to
the same hotel.
Value for money
Many of the businessmen are not directly influenced
by the cost of the hotel, as the charge is paid by their
company. However, a sizeable proportion of them do care
about the value aspect of their choice. Perhaps this
reflects whether they have made a wise decision from a
business point of view.
Evaluation of Influences on the Decision
There are many influences that affect the decision
of a business man as to which hotel to choose.
Recommendation
Recommendation from friends and travel agents is
usually what the businessmen rely on. These are
trustworthy sources that provide them with a certain
amount of confidence in the standard of the hotel. It
helps to eliminate their anxiety of having to deal with
dissatisfactions in a strange surrounding.
Hotel Reputation
Reputation of a hotel also gives some measure to
the businessmen in the standard and quality of the hotel.
This may become a strong deciding factor of choice.
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Past Experience
Once the businessman has tried a hotel and found it
satisfactory, he usually relies on his own experience and
would return to the same hotel in his future visits to
the city.
Expectations and Influences: Conclusion
In conclusion, businessmen usually choose a hotel
that is representative of their own and their companies'
image. They ideally like to have a place near work within
the business centre. They require top efficiency and
quality from hotel services. They see the hotel
functioning as a partial business office as well as a
temporary home. They expect to be able to enjoy peace
within a relaxing atmosphere when they return from work.
They also greatly appreciate care and personal concern
from the hotel staff. Most businessmen make the final
choice of hotels for themselves. They rely heavily on
past experience and would stay in same hotel if they find
the original one was up to their expectation. For
travellers new to the city, recommendation and the




PRODUCT ANALYSIS AND TARGET DEFINITION
The writer has in the last Chapter analysed the
basic hotel selection criteria for businessmen. In this
Chapter, he will give a view on the analysis of The
Excelsior in terms of market positioning, product
attributes and the target market.
Positioning
The Excelsior, an associate hotel of the Mandarin
Oriental Hotel Group (MOHG), is one of Hong Kong's most
popular tourist and business hotels. Its reputation has
been gained through its excellent location, amenities and
most of all services. In order to enhance and maintain
those first-class standards, as part of the group's
ongoing investement policy, a total refurbishment
programme for the hotel was planned. The first phase
started in 1985 involved renovation of the main lobby and
the first-floor restaurant outlets. The second phase
started in early 1987 and featured refurbishing of all
guest rooms and renovation of the Talk of the Town
restaurant on the 34th floor. Also included, is the
creation of an Executive Lounge, an enlarged Business
Centre and a Health Club. Work is expected to be
completed by September 1988.
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The Excelsior, 100 percent owned by the i1OHG, is
the most profitable property in the group. Although it is
marketed separately from the other hotels, it contributed
over 40 percent of the profit of the MOHG in 1987. It
describes itself as first class, catering to the business
and convention market. Its mix of clientele is 40 percent
business and 60 percent tours. It is also the hotel for
the crew of two airlines.
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group (MOHG)
The MOHG owns two hotels that are regularly
acknowledged as the best in the world. Demerging from its
.parent company, The Hong Kong Land Company Ltd, on June 8,
1987, the Company has assets of HK$1.9 billion and earned
HK$244 million in 1987, 28 percent higher than the
expected HK$190 million. The MOHG holding's vary from 100
percent ownership of the Mandarin Oriental in Hong Kong to
49 percent in Jakarta and to 15 percent in Singapore. Of
the group's eight hotels, it has equity in seven.
(Illustration 4: Holdings of the Mandarin Oriental Hotel
Group). The group received several awards in 1987.
“Travel & Leisure” magazine picked The Oriental, Bangkok
and Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong as two of the top ten
hotels in the world. Executive Travel named the former
the 1987 Hotel of the Year, and the latter the joint
runner-up. And “Business Traveller” named Mandarin
Oriental, Hong Kong the best hotel in the world, with The
Oriental, Bangkok as runner-up.
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ILLUSTRATION 4











An associate hotel of the MOHG
Management only
-Source 1: Mandarin Oriental, MOHG, December 1987
Source 2: Travel Trade Gazette No.1726, October
1986
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Product Attributes and Deficiencies
Reputation and Status
The Excelsior belongs to the famous hotel group,
MOHG which owns some of the best hotels in the world. It
is one of Hong Kong's most popular tourist and business
hotels with an average occupancy rate of 92 percent in
1987.
Location
The Excelsior is conveniently located in the
waterfront of Causeway Bay, a business and shopping centre
of Hong Kong. Within the complex is a 4,500 square metre
shopping arcade. Just across the bridgelink of the World
Trade Centre, there is the luxurious 1000-seat Palace
Theatre. In the vicinity are 6 fixed-price department
stores selling the finest local and imported products, and
hundreds of shops ranging from oriental arts and crafts to
exquisite European couture.
Facilities
Extensive facilities include seven restaurants and
bars that can cater to every need. Two unique features:
two indoor, air-conditioned tennis courts, and'
an auditorium for up to 1,000 delegates complete with
audio-visual facilities. The massive HK$100 million room
renovation programme will be completed in September 1988.
Deficiencies
(i) Old-fashioned image, perhaps due to lack of
exciting activities over the past years
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(ii) Weak international awareness The Excelsior is
marketed separately from the other hotels in the
MOHG and
(iii) Poor patronage of The Excelsior Grill, perhaps
due to too many choices available outside the hotel.
Current Clientele Mix and
Projected New Targeted Groups
The current clientele mix of The Excelsior is:
Individual Business Travellers and(1)
(ii) Non-Business Groups (Tours)
Projected new targeted groups are:
Frequent Independent Travellers(l)
(i.e. Those who do not travel in a group generally




ADVERTISING OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY
Advertising is a way of communicating to customers
on what is being offered by the hotel, how their needs can
be met, and why customers should choose this particular
hotel. It gives some idea on what is special about the
hotel. Hotel advertising typically shows the hotel's
style and atmosphere confirms its good services and
suggests what type of guests they accommodate.
Advertising Objectives
The primary objectives are:
1. To increase the awareness of The Excelsior
internationally as a modern, efficient and quality
hotel and to create a distinct and unique indentity for
it and
2. To increase local patronage of the hotel's food and
beverage outlets, especially The Excelsior Grill.
Advertising Strategy
The campaign will be separated into two areas:
Area A (Grand Opening Month)
To build up corporate image of The Excelsior with
emphasis on its total room renovation programme to attain
the status of a first-class hotel of international
standard.
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. Means: (1) Image Building Ads to be inserted in
international media.
Means: (2) Direct mailers to be sent out to
executives, administrative staff, secretaries etc. locally
to announce the new look of the hotel.
Area B (April 1988- December 1988)
To sell each and every product to the target market
viz: food and beverage, new rooms and facilities.
Means: (1) Image "Building Ads" and "Product Ads
on "Room", "Food and Beverage" and "Conference" to be
inserted on a rotation basis in international media.
Means: (2) Product Ads on Food and Beverage to





It is suggested that we avoid comparing it to the
Peninsula, Regent, Mandarin and Shangri-La which are
Grande Luxe hotels catering to visitors who do not mind
paying more for the prestige element.
It is imperative to create advertisements that
speak directly to the target customers. By clearly
understanding the needs of the target customers on both
business and personal aspects, The Excelsior's ads should-
aim to:-
- Let the customers know what facilities are
available that convenience their dealings and
- Make them feel at home, emotionally relaxed, and
personally-cared for
The contents should also include clear' information
on
- Which city the hotel is in. This is the
first thing that customers care about: is the hotel in
the country of his destination?
- Where the hotel is located in the city, that it.
is, a choice location for customers
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- What unique services and facilities are being
offered that make the hotel special, that such services
can add to the customer's personal satisfaction as well as
increase convenience for his daily functions and
- How spacious and well designed the hotel rooms
are, that customers can be assured of total comfort during
their stay.
In order to deliver the above messages successfully
to the target audience, it is a first priority to choose a
format that immediately attracts their attention. The
writer believes that the The New Excelsior Experience
headline should be adopted because it is simple and
provocative. It doesn't only tell about something new
is happening but also appeals to the emotive aspect of the
reader with the word experience. However, the overall
execution of the advertisement should be professional and
of high quality to reflect a first-class image. The
advertising must therefore be simple and direct, not
detailed but of the right tone that will convey the right
message to the customer.
Examples of Possible Advertisements
Appendix II are some examples of possible
advertisements created by the writer. The creation is
separated into two areas, viz: Image Building
Advertisements" and Product Advertisements to build up
corporate image of The Excelsior and to-sell each food and
beverage outlet, new rooms and other facilities
respectively.
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Advertisements for Other Hotels in Hong Kong
In Appendix III, the writer has collected some
typical advertisements for other hotels in Hong Kong for
comparison purpose. The current advertisement for The
Excelsior is also included in this issue. In addition to
this, the writer has made his own comment on each
individual advertisement in terms of its general
appearance, creative approach etc.
Other Creative Consideration
The following supporting items are essential
components to supplement the new hotel image:
Sales Materials
Rack-sales brochures, mailers, promotional
literature, sales presenters, special activities mailers
(weddings, AGMs, graduation balls, etc.), sales videos for
travel agents and business houses, management presenters.
Incentive
Incentive brochures and destination guides, special
group package material.
In House
In-house packaging (matchboxes, soap, wrappers,
printed material), in-house posters and function
announcements, posters for other hotels in the group,
menus, menu covers, tent cards, hotel services guides,




MEDIA OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY
Media Objectives
The media objective is two-fold:
1. International: To provide media coverage for The
Excelsior in the key target regions,
namely Asia/Pacific, U.S.A., and to a
lesser degree, UK/Europe.
To maintain constant awareness of the2. Local
hotel's food and beverage outlets among
local residents through promotional
advertising and regular theme
placement.
The overall objective is to create awareness and
project a unique image for The Excelsior and to deliver
and reinforce this advertising message with maximum
affordable.frequency and impact to the target market, both
locally and internationally.
International Advertising,
Media Strategy and Selection
Media Strategy-Trade
Adopt all key Hotel Directories to provide a
comprehensive coverage of the travel trade.
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Use travel trade publications to supplement consumer
advertising in the key regions/countries:
U.S.A., Southeast Asia, Australia and UK/Europe
Employ trade publications to cover countries which are
of less significance and consumer advertising is less
cost efficient e.g. The Philippines, Indonesia and
South Korea through full Asian edition of travel trade
publications.
Allocate a higher portion of trade ads to The Excelsior
for which group and leisure travels are more
significant.
Media Strategy- Conference and Incentive Tours
Promote the conference and incentive tour facilities
through the co-operation with Trade Development Council.
Advertise the conference and incentive tour facilities
of the hotel as unique and first class.
Media Strategy- Consumer
Use the upscale publications in each region to reach the
high-yield business travellers.
Prioritise the regions/countries by the quality of the
business travellers and to place weight against specific.
selected target generating highest traffic to the hotel.








The writer recommends the media selection to be
confined geographically to the above areas. Whenever
possible, 4-colour ads will be used to project a quality
image of the hotel which is vital to overseas travellers.
Various sizes are used in various publications depending
on the budget available to each market. For the U.S.
market, the costs of consumer magazine are extremely
high. It requires a much larger budget to schedule a
consumer compaign in order to register sufficient impact
with adequate frequency. Although U.S. consumer
publications have a comparatively large circulation,
wastage will also be high. For trade advertising, it is




U.K./Europe- Travel Trade Gazette (TTG)
Australia- Travelweek
Travel-Trade
Southeast Asia including Japan- Asia Travel Trade
Media Selection- Conference and Incentive Tours
U.S.A.- Corporate Meetings and Incentives
Media Selection- Consumer
U.S.A.- Business Week
U.K./Europe- Business Week (Europe)
Australia- Business Review Weekly
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Southeast Asia- Asian Wall Street Journal
Far Eastern Economic Review
Time (Malaysia/Singapore/Hong
Kong)
The selection of media is based upon the
circulation, the advertising rate and the related CPM
(Cost per thousand). In order to avoid a too lengthy
report, the details of the analysis works were hence
omitted. Please, however, refer Illustration 5: Proposed
Media Schedule and Promotion Budget for The Excelsior.
Local Advertising, Media Strategy and Selection
1. Easter and Christmas are key for The Excelsior. A
corporate hotel ad promoting the activities for all
outlets is to be used. (2 x Junior page/BW in South
China Morning Post).
2. Announcement of the Grand Opening in October 1988 upon
completion of the HK$100 million renovation programme.
(3 x Junior page/BW in South China Morning Post and 3 x
Full page/BW ad in TV and Entertainment Times)
3. Individual promotions are respectively planned for the
outlets e.g. chef promotion, special' cuisine promotion.
Numbers of promotions planned for the outlets are:
Excelsior Grill- 3 promotions Coffee Shop- 3
promotions and Dickens Bar- 3 promotions. For The
Excelsior Grill and Coffee Shop, 3 x Quarterpage/BW
are used in South China Morning Post to support each
promotion. For the Dickens Bar, 1 x Half page/BW ad is
used in TV and Entertainment Times for each promotion.
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ILLUSTRATION 5
PROPOSED MEDIA SCHEDULE AND PROMOTION BUDGET FOR THE EXCELSIOR
1. Trade
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The above is summarised in Illustration 6: Food and
Beverage- Activities/Budget Summary.
4. Direct mailers aim at delivering mesage to the group of
executives and their secretaries who would be involved
in the selection process of hotel accommodation for
overseas guests. Wastage is minimized.
5. T.V. advertising is not recommended as it is very
costly.
Budget Breakdown
The Excelsior management is intending to--spend
some HK$3 million in 1988 for the advertising programme
for the promotion of the hotel's new image. The peak of
this programme will be in October this year when the hotel
grand opening takes place. The following is the proposed
advertising budget breakdown for The Excelsior for the
period of April to December 1988.





Australia 140, 000• 4.6%
Asia 915,000 30.5%
Artwork/Photography 100,000 3.3%
Direct Mail 70,000 2.3%'
-1.0%Provision 30, 000
3, 000,.000 100.0%
*Figure is from,Illustration 6
**Figure is from Illustration 5
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ILLUSTRATION 6
FOOD BEVERAGE- ACTIVITIES/BUDGET SUMMARY
CoffeeExcelsior
Dickens BarShopGrillGrand OpeningChristmasEasterThe Excelsior
3331111No. of
promotions
TVE TimesSCMPSCMPTVE TimesSCMPSCMP SCMPMedia
lx 1/2P9/BW
3x1/4pg/BW3x1/4pg/BW3xJr.pg/BW 3xFP/BWlxJr.pg/BWlxJr.pg/BWNo. of ads per
promotion
Promotion Budget: HK$250,000
- South China Morning PostNotes: SCMP
- JuniorJr.
- pageP9




As mentioned in Chapter II, the primary objective
of this research paper is to formulate, through a thorough
study of the hotel industry framework, tourism in Hong
Kong and basic hotel selection criteria, a successful
advertising programme for The Excelsior, Hong Kong in
1988. The study of the present market situation has
revealed that 1988 will be another good year.for hotels in
Hong Kong. They have profited from some of the highest
occupancy rates in the world in recent years. It is known
that over 17 new hotels are coming on-stream in the next
three years and most of them expect to recover their
capital in five to eight years. As competition heats up
with the arrival of more newer hotels, some hotels in Hong
Kong are spending hundreds of millions of dollars on
renovation. The Excelsior is one of them. This
renovation. programme, commencing in 1985, is scheduled to
be completed in September 1988.
The Excelsior management will be spending some HK$3
million in 1988 for the promotion of the hotel's new
image. The creative output in this paper was
prepared by the writer himself who consulted (among
others) some executives of several advertising agencies
for their ideas. The simple and provocative headline
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"The New Excelsior Experience was adopted to appeal to
the emotive aspect of the reader with the words "New" and
"Experience". The tonality is soft-sell and direct, to
convey the right message to the targeted customers.
The media selection was based upon the
circulation, advertising rates, and the related CPM
measurement*
The writer also collected some typical
advertisements of other hotels in Hong Kong for comparison
purposes. Each of these are commented on in terms of its
general appearance and creative approach. The current
advertising for The Excelsior was also included**.
The writer hopes that through this
exercise, he may be able to offer some useful ideas to
The Excelsior's management to help achieve their marketing
objectives.









BASIC HOTEL SELECTION CRITERIA
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PART I- Physical Needs
The following 8 statements (1-8) indicate your physical
needs in selecting your hotel. There are no right or
wrong answers. I would like your honest opinion on each
one of the statement.
Mark 1() to indicate that you strongly disagree.
Mark 2() to indicate that you disagree.
Mark-3() to indicate that you are neutral.
Mark 4() to indicate that you agree.
Mark 5() to indicate that you strongly agree.
1. I always choose the hotel 1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
with location near my,place
of work and the commercial
centre.
2. I require the hotel to 1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
provide round the clock
service.
3. I feel efficient service is 1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
a foremost priority in
selecting hotels.
4.. The hotel must provide good 1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
conference facilities.
5. The hotel must has a good 1() 2() 3()• 4() 5()
shopping arcade.
6. It is important for me to 1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
rest in a comfortable room
with relaxed atmosphere.
7. I only choose a hotel that 1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
offer best discount to me.
8. The hotel chosen by me must 1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
be a member of a international
hotel chain.
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PART II- Psychological Needs
This part consists of 8 questions subject to the level of
psychological needs in hotel selection.
1. Do you care about the value for money in hotel
selection?
Less care Very care1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
2. Do you consider the luxury factor in-hotel
selection?
Not consider Consider1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
3. Do you mind if your business associates find your
staying in a second-class hotel?
Not mind Mind1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
4. Do you expect extra-personalised service?
Do not expect 1() 2() 3() 4() 5() Expect
5. Do you think it is important for hotel to has
attractive lobby?
Extremely Extremely1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
Unimportant important
6. Do you think it is essential for a hotel to have
impress and spectacular structure?
Extremely Extremely1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
not essential essential
7. Do you prefer to stay in an expensive hotel?
Extremely Extremely1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
non-preferable preferable
8. How much do you care about the style and decoration of
a hotel?




This is the last part of the questionnaire and it contains
5 questions to measure the situational effect in the
course of hotel selection.
1. Do you think your past experience is reliable in hotel
selection?
Extremely Extremely1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
not reliable reliable
2. Do you consider hotel reputation as a key factor in
hotel selection?
Not' consider Consider1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
3. Do you think recommendation of friends/travel agents is
reliable?
Extremely Extremely1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
not reliable reliable
4. Do you agree familiarity is a key factor in hotel
selection?
Totally Totally agree1() 2() 3() 4() 5()
disagree
5. Do you agree big hotel chains is more attractive to
you?




EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE ADVERTISEMENTS
THE NEW EXCELSIOR EXPERIENCE SERIES
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The Image Building Advertisement
• InternationalTrade
The New Excelsior ExperienceHeadline
Sub-headline Some people already known where all the fun
is in Hong Kong.
Copy They have already discovered all the
excitment and fun of The Excelsior, Hong
Kong. They know the effort we put in to
make every holiday visit the high point of
the year. And that's why The Excelsior,
Hong Kong, is such a good choice for your
clients too. With your professional
expertise and our hospitality you can
assured they'll enjoy very minute of their
stay.
Signature You Know Who They Are
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The New Excelsior Experience
YouKnow WHo THEY ARE
Some people already known where all the fun is in
Hong Kong, They have already discovered all the
exc.itment and an sun os The Excelsior, Hong Kong.
They know the essort we put in to make evety holiday
visit the high point os the yeah.' And that's why
The Excelsionr, Hong Kong, is such a good choice sor
youn c.Uents too. With youn pnoiezzionaL expen..i.e
and our hospitality you can az.suned they'UZ enjoy
vexy minute os the.in stay.
THE EXCELSIOR
HOAG\c\c
A NIm2afin Oriental Associatc Hoc,
C2uscw3y Bay, Hong Kong Telephone (5)767365 Telex 74550 EXCONRXFacsimile(5)896459 CONVENTIONHONGKONG
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The Image Building Advertisement
InternationalTrade
The New Excelsior ExperienceHeadline
One of the best hotels in the world is TheSub-headline
Excelsior, Hong Kong.
Some people, like the Neil Holberts, theyCopy
know the effort we put in to making every
visit a total pleasure. And that's why The
Excelsior, Hong Kong is such a good choice
for your clients too.
With your professional expertise and our
unrivalled hospitality you can assured that
even your most demanding clients will be
perfectly satisfied.
: Welcome To The ExcelsiorSignature
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The New Excelsior Experience
WBCOME To THE EXCLSOR
One of the best hotels in the world is The Excelsior, Hong
Kong, Some pea p.e.e, tike the Ne.iU Ho.2be i, they know the
ossont we put in to making ev en y vizit a totat peeasune
And .that's why The Excetziox, Hong Kong .i4 4uch a good
choice bon, you ctien.t4 too.
With you pno Uezz iona.e expent.ize and oun unt ivaUed
ho4p.iCaZity you can a44uned that even you mozt demanding
ceients witt be pensectey satissied.
THE EXCELSIOR
HONG KONG
A Mandarin Oriental Associate Hotel
Represented worldwide by ThcLeadintIforels of the World
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The Image Building Advertisement
InternationalTrade.
The New Excelsior ExperienceHeadline
Some people already know the best hotels inSub-headline
the world.
They know the amount of effort we put in toCopy
make every visit a total pleasure. And
that's why The Excelsior, Hong Kong is such
a good choice for you too.
You Know Who They AreSignature
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The New Excelsior Experience
YouKnow WHO THEYARE
Some people already know the best hotels in the
world. They know the amount of effort we put in
to make every visit a total pleasure. And that's




A MandarinOriental Associate Hotel
Causeway Bay, Hong Kong (5) 767365 Telex 74550 EXCONHX Facsimile (5) 5956459 Cable CONVENTIONHONGKONG
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The Image Building Advertisement
InternationalTrade
The New Excelsior ExperienceHeadline
Whenever we need a break, we travel to HongSub-headline
Kong because it's fast, exciting and fun.
And that's why we always insist on staying
at The Excelsior, Hong Kong.
You Know Who They AreSignature
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The New Excelsior Experience
YouKNOW WHO THEY ARE
wheneveic we need a break, we tnavel to Hong
Kong because it's sasst, exciting and sun.
And that's why we atwayz insist on staying
at The Excelsior, HongKong.
THE EXCELSIOR
HONCKONC
A M.ndatin Orient2l Associate Hold
CausewayBav, Hong Kong Telcphonc (5) 767365 Tclex 7550 EXCCNHY Facsimilc (5) 59564 9 Ca is CONVENTIONHONGKONG
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The Image Building Advertisement
InternationalTrade
• The New Excelsior ExperienceHeadline
When Miss Fonda wants to get away from itSub-headline
all, she insists on staying at The
Excelsior, Hong Kong.
Welcome To The ExcelsiorSignature
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The Newexcelsior Experience
WELCOME TO THE EXCELSOR
When Miss Fonda wants to
get away from it all,
she insists on
staying at
THE EXCELSIOR, HONG KONG
THE EXCELSIOR
MONGAONG
A MandarinOricntol Aisociate Hotel
HONG KONGcuning Biy Hong Kong Telephong (5)767365 Cable CONVENTION
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The Image Building Advertisement
InternationalConsumer
The New Excelsior ExperienceHeadline
Whenever we need a break, we travel toSub-headline':
Hong Kong because it's fast, exciting and
fun. And that's why we always insist on
staying at The Excelsior, Hong Kong.
You Know Who Thev AreSignature
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The New Excelsior Experience
YouKNOW WHO THEY ARE
Whenever, we need a bneak, we travel to Hong Kong
because it's ast, exciting and sun. And that's




A MandarinOriental Associale Holel
Causeway Eav. Horg Kong (5) 767365 Telex 74550 EXCONHXFaesimile(5)8956459 Cable CONVENTIONHONGHONGKONG
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The Image Building Advertisement
InternationalConsumer
The New Excelsior ExperienceHeadline
One of the best hotels in the world isSub-headline
The Excelsior, Hong Kong.
Whenever Neil Holbert travels to Hong KongCopy
on'business he always stays at The
Excelsior.
: Welcome To The ExcelsiorSignature
The Neer Exce1siox Experience
WacoME TO THE EXCELSIOR
One of the best hotels in the world is The Excelsior,
Hong Kong, whenever Neil Holbert travels to Hong Kong
on business he always stays at The Excelsior.
THE EXCELS1OR
HONCKONC
A MandarinOricnta1 Associate Hotel
CauscwayBay, Hong Kong Telephone (5) 767365 Telex 74550 EXCONHX Facsimilc (5) $956459 Cable CONVENTJCNHONGKONG
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The Image Building Advertisement
InternationalConsumer
The New Excelsior ExperienceHeadline
Whenever Mrs. Taylor can bear to leave herSub-headline
stately home and travel the world, she
insists on staying at The Excelsior, Hong
Kong.
Welcome To The ExcelsiorSignature
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The New Excelsior Experience
WELCOME TO THE EXCELSOR
Wheneven Mus. Tayeon can bean
to .heave hen stateey home and
tnavee the woned, she insists




A Mandarin Oriental Associate Hotel
Represented worldwide by The Ie3dinof Hotels of the World
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The Product Advertisment- New Lobby
Consumer/ International
Trade
Headline The New Excelsior Experience
Sub-headline The Bold look Of The Excelsior
Copy Whenever you travel to Far East, Mandarin
Oriental Hotel Group extends to you the
same hospitality that has long been
commended.
The Excelsior, Hong Kong, backed by its 16
years of finest tradition in quality
service, is now more than ready to welcome
its guests in a whole new outfit.
The finest facilities and services await
you at our 925 completely refurbished
rooms and suites which are elegantly
redesigned for your comfort and
convenience. For gourmet dining, try our
superb dishes at our 7 restaurants and
cocktail lounges where hospitality,
quality service and gracious decor are
offered.
Signature: Welcome To The Excelsior
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The New Excelsior Experience
WELCOME TO THE EXCELSOR
THE-BOLD LOOK OF THE EXCELSIOR
whenever you tracel to Far East, Mandarin Oriental Hoel
Group extends to you the same hospitality that has long
been commended.
The Excelsior Hong Kong baked by its 16 years of
finest tradition in quality service is now more than
ready to welcome its gursts in a whole new outfit.
The finest facilities and services await you at our 925
completely refurbushed rooms and suites which are
elegantly redesigned for your comfort and convenience.
For gourmet dining try our superb at our 7,
restaurants and cocktail lounges where hospitality,
quakity service and gracious decor are offered.
THE EXCELSIOR
A MandarinOriental Associate Hotel
CausewayBay, Hong Kong Telephone (5) 767365 Telcx 74550 EXCONHX Facsimile (S) 8956459 Cable CONVENTION HONGKONG
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The Product Advertisment- New Rooms
InternationalConsumer/
Trade
The New Excelsior ExperienceHeadline
Sub-headline Deluxe comfort for you.
At The Excelsior, Hong Kong, your comfortCopy
is our key concern. This is the motive
behind our just-completed US$12..million
total room renovation programme.
Every single room has been redesigned and
refurbished to enhance guest comfort, the
finest materials and most exquisite
furnishings are used to create a deluxe
environment for the relaxation of your
body and mind.
. Signature: Welcome To The Excelsior
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The New Excelsior Experience
WaciME TO THE EXCELSSIOR
DELUXE COMFORT FOR YOU
At The ExceLSIOR, Hong Kong,your comsort is our
key concern. This is the motive behind out just-
eompteted US$12 mdUUUon .total toom renovation
ptogtamme.
Every single room has been redesigned and
resurbished to enhance guest comsort, the sinest
materials and most exquisite surnishings are used
to cxeate a deluxe envitonment sor the relaxation
os your body and mind.
THE EXCELSIOR
HONCKONC
A MandarinOriental Associate Hotel
Causcw y Eav, Hong Kong Tclcr.henc (S) 767365 Telex 74550 EXCONHXFsimilc (5) 5956459 Cable CONVENTIONHONCKONG
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The New Excelsior Experience
WELCOME TO THE EXCELSOR
DELUXE COMFORT FOR YOU
At.The Excelsior, Hong Kong your comfort is our key
concennv. This is the motive behind our just-completed
US$12 million total room renovation pnognamme.
Every single room has been redesinged and refurbished
to enhance guesst comfort the finest materinls and most
exquisite furnishings are to create a deluxe
enironment for the relaxation of your bidy and mind
THE EXCELSIOR
HONG
A Mandarin Oriental AssociateHotel
Causeway Bay, Hong Kong Telephone (S) 0365 Telex 74550 EXCONHX Facsimile (5) S9$6459 Cable CONVENTIONHONGKONG
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The Product Advertisment- Conference Rooms
InternationalConference
The New Excelsior ExperienceHeadline
At The Excelsior, Hong Kong, we understandCopy
that flexibility is the key to successful
functions. The hotel offers a wide
selection of purpose-built meeting rooms
which range from the Penthouse Suites ideal
for prestigious receptions, to a large
auditorium capable of holding up to 1,060
delegates..
Our experienced staff are always on hand to
ensure that your needs are taken care of
efficiently and courteously.
Signature: Welcome To The Excelsior
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The New Excelsior Experience
At The Excelsior Hong Kong we understand that
flexibility is the key to successfue functions.
The hotel offers a wide selection of purpose-builet
meerings rooms which range from the Penthouse Suites
ideal for presrigious receptions to a large
auditorium cpable of holding up to 1.060 delegates.
Our experienced staff are always on hand to ensure




An asoxiatr of MandarinOrirnt,ii I lotel Group
A mt mlk r of The LeaadingHotels of rhe World
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The Product Advertisement- Food Beverage Outlets
Consumer - Local
The New Excelsior ExperienceHeadline
Most people actually love Christmas whenSub-headline
it's done the way it should be...
For table reservation, please call
5-767365, The Excelsior, Hong Kong.
Signature: Welcome To The Excelsior
The New Excelsior Experience
MOST PEOPLE ACTUALLY
LOVE CHRISTMAS WHEN IV S
DONE THE WAY IT SHOULD BE,
FOR TABLE RESERVATION, PLEASE CALL
5-7673651 THE EXCELSIOR, HONG-KONG
THE EXCELSIOR
HONGKONG
An associnte of MandarenOriencal Hotel Group
A memberof The Leading Holes of The world
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ThP Product Advertisement- The Excelsior Grill
Local Food and BeverageConsumer
The New Excelsior ExperienceHeadline
With its spectecular views of VictoriaCopy
Harbour, The Excelsior Grill offers
exquisite cuisine prepared in an open
grill and the best salad bar in town.
Elegant table settings, hand-painted silk
murals, soft piano music and attentive
service all combine to create the perfect
restaurant for entertaining friends or
business associates.
For table reservation at The Excelsior
Grill please call 5-767365. The Excelsior,
Hong Kong.
Signature: Welcome To The Excelsior
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The Now Excelsior Experience
WacoME TO THE EXAELIOR
with its spectacular views os victoria Harbour,
The Excelsior Frill ossers exquisite cuisine
prepared in and open grill and the best salad bar
in town. Elegant table settings, hand-painted
silk murals, sost piano music and attentive
service all combine to create the persect
restaurant sor entertaining sriends or business
associates.
For table reservation it The Excelsior Grill
Please call 5-767365, The Excelsior, Hong kong
THE EXCELSIOR
HONG KONG
A Mandarin Oriental Associate Hotel
Represented worldwide by The Zeading Hotels of the World
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The Product Advertisement- The Dickens Bar
Local Food and BeverageConsumer
The New Excelsior ExperienceHeadline
Visit our own English pub, the Dickens Bar
Copy
that is famous for its curry buffet
lunches, while in the evening there's live
music and the friendliest crowd in town.
Signature: Welcome To The Excelsior
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The New Excelsior Experience
Visit our own English Pub, the Dickens Bar that is
Samous sor its curry busset lunches, while in the





A Mandarin Oriental Associate Hotel
Represented worldwide by TheZeading fHotels of the World
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The New Excelsior Experience
WacoME TO THE EXAELIOR
Visit our own Eng lish pub, the Dickens Bar
that is samous sor its curry busset lunches,
while in the evening there's live music and




An associate of MandarinOriental Hotel Group
A memberof Thezeading Hotels of the World
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The Product Advertisement- The Talk of the Town
Consumer - Local Food and Beverage
Headline The New Excelsior Experience
Copy Four hundred and forty feet up, on the
34th floor of The Excelsior, Talk of the
Town is a spectacular nightclub and
discotheque with the most breathtaking
views of the harbour. This elegant
discotheque is regarded as the most
sophisticated in town, featuring a dynamic
live band alternating with a disc jockey
spinning the hit songs every evening
For reservation please call 5-767365, The
Excelsior, Hong Kong.
Signature: Welcome To the Excelsior
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The New Excelsior Experience
Wacome To THE EXCELSIOR
for hundred and sorty seet up, on the 34th sloor os
The Excelsior, Talk os the Town is a spectacular
rightclub and discotheque with the most breathtaking
views os the harbour. This elegant discotheque is
regarded as the mosst sophissticated in town, seaturing
a dunamic live band alternating with a disc jockey
spinning the hit songs every evening.




An associate of MandarinOriental Hotel Group
A mcmbcrof The Zesding Hotels of the World
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APPENDIX III
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHER HOTELS IN HONG KONG
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The Excelsior's current advertisement
It does not create any overwhelming attraction but
was generally acceptable. Although style is not the
ad's strong point, the picture do emphasize the view of
Hong Kong harbour as an extraordinary feature of the
hotel.
2. Hyatt Regency Hong Kong
The ad is eye-catching. It emphasizes heavily on
the renovation programme of the hotel. The overall
treatment is simple and attractive.
3. Hotel Furama Inter-Continental
The ad gains very positive reaction from readers,
primarily due to a very attractive simple presentation
that immediately catches readers' attraction.
4. New World Hotel
It appeals to the travellers' needs through clever
interplay of warm tones and visual suggestions of
relaxation.
5. Sheraton Hong Kong Hotel and Towers
Strongest appeal is the striking headline with the
remarkable background- Hong Kong's famous night scenery.
It gives immediate relevant information for destination of
travel.
6. Hong Kong Hilton
On overall measures, its layout is deemed
unattractive and artificial. Readers cannot obtain any
98
information on special services or facilities, both of
which are vital'to businessmen.
7. Regal Riverside Hotel
Its photograph suggests the friendly atmosphere of
the hotel. It can be criticized for being overly crowded
with details.
8. Park Lane Radisson
It joint the Radisson Hotel Corporation in January
1, 1988. The ad shown here was an old one and is the only
one available at the moment. The ad conveys a feeling of
presitage. Businessmen feel, by looking at the elegant
scene, that good service and comfort can be found in this
hotel.
9. Hotel Victoria
The picture itself is eye-catching with emphasis on
the spectacular sea-views from three sides. It gives




in the heart of Hong Kong.
I he Excelsior gives you a
view of Hong Kong harbour
most people only dream
about. You also overlook the
best dining, entertainment
and shopping district. Most
important of all, you're in a
hotel where you'll feel at




TheExcelsior: GloucesterRoad,Causew-jyBay, HongKong.Tel: (5)767365, Tix: 74550, Fax: 5-8956459.
MandarinOriental: Bangkok•HongKong•Jakarta• Macau•Manila• San Francisco
Singapore•The Execlsior HongKong(Associate).
Reservations: MandarinOriental Hotels, HongKong(S) 486606, Singapore339 0033,
yourtravel agent,TheZeadinfHoielsof the Worldor Utell International.
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A WHOEE NEW FEELING
There's a whole new feeling at
Hyatt Regency Hong Kong, since
the entire hotel has been fully
renovated. Since every detail has
been polished to perfection, and
new amenities graciously appointed.''.
Experience elegance as never
before. Exquisite cuisine, and im-
peccable service. And all the luxury
of our Regency Club and Business
Centre, at Hyatt Regency Hong






For ervations call the hotel 3462321
7. Or contact your nearest Hyatt.
Sol
mrrsissions paid promptly.









An elegant suite for the price of a single roomin other
Central hotels! That's the promise of our new Junior Suites.
The promise of generous space created
from two regular rooms.
A lavishly appointed, well planned living area,
bedroom and bathroom to match.
And the promise that once you stay in our new Junior Suites,
you'll want to return. Again and again.
inOTEL FURAMA
ENTERCONT NENTAL





y:.ts deserve to stay Business Glass'
When you next have visitors from overseas,
ow'book them into the New World's `Dynasty .Club'.
V Two exclusive floors of deluxe rooms and suites
and a Club Lounge blending privacy with special privileges.
The New World Hotel. It's surprisingly
good value.
NEW WORLD HOTEL22 Salisbury Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong. Tel: 3-694111
HONGKONG
ManagedbyNewWorldHotelsInternationalTelex: 35860 NWHTL HX Fax: 3-699387
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MOONLIGHT SERENADE
MGDTI.Y AT THE PINK GIRAFFE
Moonlight. Music. Weleave the rest to you.
Wine, dine, dance and enjoy International Entertainment





YOU CAN'T TAKE AWAY
FINE SERVICE.
It is so good that some-
times people take it for granted.
Of course, we never do.
Which is why at the
Hongkong Hilton, superb




hotel or Hilton Reservation
Service.
HONGKONG HILTON
58 Asia Travel Trade, October 1987
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Recreation:
• Swimmingpool, float capsuleand
Hong Kong's Regal Riverside Hotel. hi-tech health club
• joggingtrack, tennis, squashcourts
andgolf coursesnearby.
ShoppingArcade:
• Nine shopswith a wide range of
merchandiseincluding the latest
An aiiy garden ambience makes it a growing
ladies fashions at the HongKong
colour TV, hoteleview, radio Pool Terrace- a uniquesunkenTheRegalRiversideHotel is Designers' Gallery
bar built in the outdoorswimmingrefreshinglydifferent fromother channels
hotels in HongKong.It's surprisingly Refrigerator, mini-bar 24-hour Tai ChungKiu Road, Shatin,Pool
spacious,convivial,bright andairy. The BoulevardCafe- our friendlyroomservice NewTerritories, HongKong.
Nestling in the foothills of Kowloon,• 24-hourinternational coffee shop Tel: 0-6497878 STTA: HKGRHHLSameday laundryandvalet service
The Carnival Bar- live music, Telex: 30013 RERIVHXShuttle service to andfromit charminglyembracesthe peaceful
Fait: 0-6497791cocktails, colourful atmosphere,downtownKowloon and shoppingShingMunRiver in Shatin. Along
areaswith a perfect ambienceour hotel happy hour
gives youmanyother benefits: Restaurants Bars: The Oasis Lounge-relax over
Location: afternoontea in our soothinglobbyBotania Cafe Restaurant- superb
internationalcuisine, delightful loungeOnly 15 minutesfrom Kai Tak
International Airport and20 decor CosmosDiscotheque- the most
Regal Seafood Restaurant-authentic exciting night-spot in HongKongminutesfromthe Star Ferry
Accommodation: Cantonesecuisine, dim sum BanquetConferenceFacilities:
830 luxurious roomsand suites in a VerandahLoungean ideal venue ' Ballroomfor 500.800people
for afternoon tea in a relaxed setting' Ten function roomsspacious,elegantsetting
REGAL RIVERSIDE HOTELIndividuallycontrolledair- Asian Delights Restaurant- a 'Full audiovisual facilities and
HONG KCNGconditioning, private bathroom tantalizing choiceof authentic conferencesupport
IDD telephone, remotecontrol A RECALINTERNATIONALI40TELAsianspecialities Fully equippedBusinessCentre
For reservationscall yourtravel agent, Utell International, SaharaReservationSystem,anymajorairline or the hotel direct.
favourite with travellers.
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And you thou'ht nothinw could eciual your favourite hotel in Hong Kong.
edgeof Victoria Park, HongKong'slargest city park, withYou know Hong Kong and you know
breathtakingviewsover the harbour, the hotel couldn't beits great hotels so whenwe opened
better placedto enjoythe best of this exciting city anditsthe Park Lane we were determined
fabulous shoppingand entertainments. Andonly minutesto offer yourclients everythingthey
awayis the central businessexpect from a deluxe hotel in Hong
district and the cross-harbourKong,but at a moreaffordable price.
tunnel to meairport.You'll be pleased to knowwe
succeeded.Brilliantly. Fromour
Becausethe Park Lane offers
larger-than-most guest roomswith
so muchat such a reason-
their marble bathrooms,to our completehealth and business
able price, youreally should
facilities, there's not another
get to knowus better. Your
hotel like it. Evenin HongKong.
clients will love whatwehave
Andyou'll love the location in to offer, especiallyourprices.











We have the edge
on other hotels in Hong Kong.
The harbour's edge. Where Ootel Victoria reigns supreme.
With rooms that start from the 26th floor upwards. Comman-
ding spectacular sea-views from three sides.
Our choice of rooms includes sumptuously appointed
corner suites, and penthouse suites with roof-garden terraces.
There are also two floors reserved for those who wish to enjoy
the private lounge and other privileges of our `Dynasty Club'.
Furnishings are luxurious and in the latest style. And our
tacilities cannot be matched.
We have tennis courts as well as an outdoor
swimming pool. And there's a range of fine rest-
aurants, both western and oriental, that take
pride in their culinary creativity.
VICTORIA
THEVIEWFROMTHETOP
Managed by New World Hotels International
Shun Tak Centre, Connaught Road, Central, Hong Kong.
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